
Empowering YOU 
With Data



Words Activity!
Source: “What is Data?”. Data 101 Toolkit, 2018. Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh 

(CLP) and the Western Pennsylvania Regional Data Center (WPRDC). 
http://www.wprdc.org/news/data-101-toolkit/ 

http://www.wprdc.org/news/data-101-toolkit/


On your cards
◉ Write one noun (person, place, or thing) on 

your the index card (leave space for more)
◉ Don’t write your name!



Passing Time!
◉ Every time I say “next”, pass your card to the 

person on the right
◉ You’ll have 10 seconds to write a different 

noun on your new card



Sentence Time!
◉ Combine all the words into a sentence on the 

back (2 min)
◉ The wilder the better

◉ Ex. CVS, turkey, 21 Savage, iPhone, Houston
◉ I saw on the iPhone news app that 21 Savage prefers CVS’s in 

Turkey to those in Houston >:(
◉ If 21 Savage had known CVS doesn’t sell turkeys, he wouldn’t have 

lost his iPhone in Houston.



Share-Out Time!

"Share" by Got Credit is licensed under CC BY 2.0



Discussion Time!
1. Would it be easy to make a different sentence with the same 

words? Why or why not?
2. Do you think other people would have made the same sentence 

with your words?
◉ If not, why do you think others would make different 

sentences?
Answer with I think ____________ because ____________
Respond to your partner with  I agree/disagree because ____________



Data Tells a Story!



Objective

Today we will learn what data is and why it is 
important

By defining data terms and analyzing charts



Purpose
Data is a part of your lives. People already collect data on you to tell 
stories about who you are and where you come from. Understanding 
data will give you the power to tell your own story. It will help you 
understand the world around you without being fooled by lies and 
half-truths. 

It will also give you important skills for future classes, college, and 
jobs.



What is data?

STEP 1



What words do you think of when 
you hear the word “data”?

◉ Turn and talk with your partner
◉ Come up with at least 3 words
◉ 30 seconds



What words do you think of when 
you hear the word “data”?



Definition
◉ Data = facts about people, places, or things
◉ Ex. 

◉ This person is named Mr. Koh
◉ This person is 6’1”
◉ Only the upper body is visible
◉ I see 4 buttons in this photo
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Quantitative Data  
VS. Qualitative Data



Quantitative Data
◉ Data can be quantitative, which means it can 

be counted or measured in numbers
◉ Ex. 

◉ This person is named Mr. Koh
◉ This person is 6’1”
◉ Only the upper body is visible
◉ I see 4 buttons in this photo



Qualitative Data
◉ Data can be qualitative, which means it can’t 

be counted or measured in numbers
◉ Ex. 

◉ This person is named Mr. Koh
◉ This person is 6’1”
◉ Only the upper body is visible
◉ I see 4 buttons in this photo



Let’s Play: Qualitative vs. Quantitative

"undokai4289" by Bellevue Fine Art Repro (Scott) is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0



“
There are more than 10 students in 

this room



“
The students are wearing different 

types of shoes



“
The students are in grades 7-12



“
Most of the people here have dark hair



Qualitative or Quantitative?
◉ Qualitative and quantitative data are usually together
◉ Qualitative data makes quantitative data seem more 

relevant, exciting, and real
◉ Quantitative data makes qualitative data seem more legit
◉ You need BOTH to tell the whole story



Understanding 
Charts and Graphs

STEP 2



Visualizing Data
◉ Data = facts about people, places, or things
◉ The simplest way to visualize data is a chart 

◉ A chart is any way to combine a lot of 
related data (facts) in the same place

T-Chart

X Y



X Y

Person, place, or thing Fact

Person Height (inches)

Mr. Koh 73

James Harden 77

Lebron James 80

Isaiah Thomas 69



Person Height (in)

Mr. Koh 73

James Harden 77

Lebron James 80

Isaiah Thomas 69

What Do These Charts Tell You?



Graphs
◉ A chart is any way to 

combine a lot of related 
data (facts) in the same 
place

◉ Graphs are types of charts 
that turn t-charts into 
pictures



Comparison





Age Distribution in 
5th Ward 
Residents

Under 
5 years

5-17 
years

18-34 
years

35-64 
years

65+



Change Over Time





Understanding Data 
Without Getting Tricked

STEP 3



Fortnite is way more successful 
than Apex Legends is

Current Fortnite Players Current Apex Legends Players

200 million 50 million





Which game has grown faster?



Question Everything

"Custom Lettering" by Laura Beckman is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0



Make Data Yours!

"illo019_2" by Simon Rankin is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0



Tell Your Own Stories!
◉ For the UEI showcase, y’all will be doing a project on 5th 

Ward data!
◉ Using quantitative data other people have collected, you 

will collect your own qualitative data by interviewing people 
you know


